The iTRACK fleet asset management system is the most comprehensive maintenance tracking solution in the industry. This unique web-based system allows you to precisely track all of your fleet and associate materials, service and maintenance costs. iTRACK dispatches service and reports information while consolidating data and invoices in an organized manner.

**BENEFITS:**

- Enables total cost of ownership awareness
- Provides greater control over expenditures, including root cause
- Savings in administrative overhead with consolidated monthly invoicing
- Integrates easily with iWAREHOUSE® fleet and warehouse optimization system

**DISPATCH**

Request technician service via the web portal, and view reports on asset downtime and work order lifetime.

**REPORTING**

The web portal provides 24/7 access to decision-making data from cost, asset and analytic reports.

**CONSOLIDATED INVOICING**

Simplify administration with electronic invoices for all managed assets, with entire details, enterprise-wide.

---

When service is needed, easily schedule a technician with the dispatch module, an iTRACK exclusive.
**iTRACK FACTS AND FIGURES**

**DISPATCH:**
Fully functional automated work order and dispatch service program.

**BENEFITS:**
- Request part orders or service requests to anyone via the iTRACK web portal
- Track open requests and analyze status and work performed
- Determine important KPI metrics surrounding first time completion, equipment status and more

**REPORTING:**
Access iTRACK web portal from any device for 24/7 access to decision-making data from cost, asset, and analytics reports.

**BENEFITS:**
- Use the recommendations report to determine, retain, reallocate, replace or remove assets
- Schedule an automated total cost report by site to inform and take action on costly trends
- Look back in history at cost per hour to identify assets under-utilized and cost prohibitive

**CONSOLIDATED INVOICING:**
Customized electronic invoices for all managed assets ensures billing accuracy.

**BENEFITS:**
- Consolidated billing designed to your needs for various business systems
- Invoice administration cost reduced and a dedicated fleet analyst for accurate processing
- Receive a single invoice for all locations at the frequency that meets your needs

---

“Report, understand, organize, consolidate and reduce maintenance costs … 24/7/365.”